Someone I know wrote me the following email:
-----Original Message----From: ––Sent: Friday, January 01, 2016 03:03
To: Michel Kabay <mekabay@gmail.com>
Subject: At least One Muslim is Telling the Truth...
http://www.israelvideonetwork.com/at-least-one-muslim-is-telling-the-truth/
***
Here’s my reply:
Your subject line and the video's title are a blatantly bigoted attempt to paint all or the majority of Muslims ("AT
LEAST ONE MUSLIM?!?) as supporting jihad.
Why don't you substitute "Jews" for "Muslims" in the anti-Muslim propaganda and see how you like THAT? "At
least one Jew is telling the truth?!?"
How would you feel about having that title used to generalize about Jewish attitudes towards Jewish terrorists? How
would you feel about having the mainstream media treat the information in "Israel's Jewish-Terrorist Problem" as if
it showed that "Jews support terrorism?" See < http://www.newyorker.com/news/news-desk/israels-jewishterrorist-problem > where you can read,
>Early on Friday morning, two masked men entered Duma, a Palestinian village in the West Bank, where they
smashed the windows of two houses, threw firebombs inside, and fled. One house was empty; the other wasn’t. Ali
Dawabsheh, an eighteen-month-old baby, died. His parents and four-year-old brother remain in critical condition.
On the house, the attackers spray-painted, in Hebrew, the words “Long Live the Messiah King” and “Revenge.”<
The right-wing press and the neo-fascists worldwide – including some of the members and supporters of the rightwing Likud government of Israel, Donald Trump and his supporters, and the many European neo-Nazi movements
– have a tremendous stake in fanning fear and hatred of an identifiable group -- any identifiable group – to solidify
their claims to power. You wanna start saying, "All Europeans are neo-Nazis?" because of the violent extremists of
the far-right there?
Here are a few excerpts from something other than right-wing propaganda on this topic:
1)
How many 'extremist' Muslims are there when compared with the wider and world-wide Muslim
population?
< https://www.quora.com/How-many-extremist-Muslims-are-there-when-compared-with-the-wider-and-worldwide-Muslim-population >
QUOTE:
>Assuming the news definition and common usage, CNN has a good article listing the numbers of various
"Islamic" terrorist organizations (there's a whole other discussion on how the question is wrong since Islam doesn't
teach unwarranted violence, but that's another question entirely). The article estimates around 106,000 individuals
are members or identify with these organizations. That's a pretty high number, but let's do some high-level number
crunching so we can get a better idea of how big that is.
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A recent Pew Research Study places the number of Muslims worldwide to be around 1.6 billion (or 23% of the
world's population). So doing some basic math, we get that about .00006625% of the Muslim population are
"extremist".<
2)

Muslim attitudes towards terrorism

< https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Muslim_attitudes_towards_terrorism >
QUOTE:
>Condemnation and opposition[edit]
See also: Islamic terrorism § Criticism of Islamic terrorist ideology
In the article "Why are there no condemnations from Muslim sources against terrorists?" Ontario Consultants on
Religious Tolerance summarizes:
A common complaint among non-Muslims is that Muslim religious authorities do not condemn terrorist attacks.
The complaints often surface in letters to the editors of newspapers, on phone-in radio shows, in Internet mailing
lists, forums, etc. A leader of an evangelical Christian para-church group, broadcasting over Sirius Family Net radio,
stated that he had done a thorough search on the Internet for a Muslim statement condemning terrorism, without
finding a single item.
Actually, there are lots of fatwas and other statements issued which condemn attacks on innocent civilians.
Unfortunately, they are largely ignored by newspapers, television news, radio news and other media outlets. Possibly
because Islamic terrorists keep killing innocent civilians.
Contrary to common image, many Muslims have spoken out against 9/11,[2][3][4] [and other outrages]
A 2007 Pew Research Center study of several nations throughout the Muslim world showed that opposition to
suicide bombing in the Muslim world is increasing, with a majority of Muslims surveyed in 10 out of the 16 of the
countries responding that suicide bombings and other violence against civilians is "never" justified, though an
average of 38% believe it is justified at least rarely. Opposition to Hamas was the majority opinion in only 4 out of
the 16 countries surveyed, as was opposition to Hezbollah.[5] The Pew Research Study did not include Iran, Iraq,
Saudi Arabia, Syria, Afghanistan, Tunisia, Libya, and Algeria in the survey, although densely populated Muslim
countries such as Pakistan, Egypt, Indonesia, and Bangladesh were included.
A YouGov survey for the Daily Telegraph,[6] published two weeks after the July 2005 bombings in the London
Underground, showed that 88% of British Muslims were opposed to the bombings, while 6% (about 100,000
individuals) fully supported them, and one British Muslim in four expressed some sympathy with the motives of the
bombers.[7] A 2007 poll found that one Muslim in four thought the Government had staged the bombings and
framed the Muslims convicted.[8] A 2011 study by Pew Research showed that 64% of Muslim Americans thought
that there was not much or no support among them for extremism, while 6% thought there was a great deal, and
15% thought there was a fair amount.[9]
In 2010 Muhammad Tahir-ul-Qadri issued the Fatwa on Terrorism, endorsed by Al-Azhar University in Cairo,
Egypt.
In 2008 the 9 killed Mumbai militants who perpetrated the 2008 Mumbai attacks were refused an Islamic burial by
influential Muslim Jama Masjid Trust who stated 'People who committed this heinous crime cannot be called
Muslim'.[10]….<
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3)

In nations with significant Muslim populations, much disdain for ISIS

< http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2015/11/17/in-nations-with-significant-muslim-populationsmuch-disdain-for-isis/ >
QUOTE:
>Recent attacks in Paris, Beirut and Baghdad linked to the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria (ISIS) have once again
brought terrorism and Islamic extremism to the forefront of international relations. According to newly released
data that the Pew Research Center collected in 11 countries with significant Muslim populations, people from
Nigeria to Jordan to Indonesia overwhelmingly expressed negative views of ISIS....<
4)

Are All Terrorists Muslims? It’s Not Even Close

< http://www.thedailybeast.com/articles/2015/01/14/are-all-terrorists-muslims-it-s-not-even-close.html >
QUOTED IN FULL:
>“Not all Muslims are terrorists, but all terrorists are Muslims.” How many times have you heard that one? Sure, we
heard Fox News’s Brian Kilmeade say it, but to me, that was simply part of the Fox News plan to make their
viewers dumber, as we saw again this past weekend when its terrorism “expert” Steve Emerson was caught
fabricating the story that Birmingham, England, is closed to non-Muslims. But more alarmingly, even some
reasonable people have uttered this statement.
And that comment is often followed up by the question: Why don’t we see Christian, Buddhist, or Jewish terrorists?
Obviously, there are people who sincerely view themselves as Muslims who have committed horrible acts in the
name of Islam. We Muslims can make the case that their actions are not based on any part of the faith but on their
own political agenda. But they are Muslims, no denying that.
However, and this will probably shock many, so you might want to take a breath: Overwhelmingly, those who have
committed terrorist attacks in the United States and Europe aren’t Muslims. Let’s give that a moment to sink in.
Now, it’s not your fault if you aren’t aware of that fact. You can blame the media. (Yes, Sarah Palin and I actually
agree on one thing: The mainstream media sucks.)
So here are some statistics for those interested. Let’s start with Europe. Want to guess what percent of the terrorist
attacks there were committed by Muslims over the past five years? Wrong. That is, unless you said less than 2
percent.
As Europol, the European Union’s law-enforcement agency, noted in its report released last year, the vast majority
of terror attacks in Europe were perpetrated by separatist groups. For example, in 2013, there were 152 terror
attacks in Europe. Only two of them were “religiously motivated,” while 84 were predicated upon ethno-nationalist
or separatist beliefs.
We are talking about groups like France’s FLNC, which advocates an independent nation for the island of Corsica.
In December 2013, FLNC terrorists carried out simultaneous rocket attacks against police stations in two French
cities. And in Greece in late 2013, the left-wing Militant Popular Revolutionary Forces shot and killed two members
of the right-wing political party Golden Dawn. While over in Italy, the anarchist group FAI engaged in numerous
terror attacks including sending a bomb to a journalist. And the list goes on and on.
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Have you heard of these incidents? Probably not. But if Muslims had committed them do you think you our media
would’ve covered it? No need to answer, that’s a rhetorical question.
Even after one of the worst terror attacks ever in Europe in 2011, when Anders Breivik slaughtered 77 people in
Norway to further his anti-Muslim, anti-immigrant, and pro-“Christian Europe” agenda as he stated in his
manifesto, how much press did we see in the United States? Yes, it was covered, but not the way we see when a
Muslim terrorist is involved. Plus we didn’t see terrorism experts fill the cable news sphere asking how we can stop
future Christian terrorists. In fact, even the suggestion that Breivik was a “Christian terrorist” was met with outrage
by many, including Fox News’s Bill O’Reilly.
Have you heard about the Buddhist terrorists? Well, extremist Buddhists have killed many Muslim civilians in
Burma, and just a few months ago in Sri Lanka, some went on a violent rampage burning down Muslim homes and
businesses and slaughtering four Muslims.
Or what about the (dare I mention them) Jewish terrorists? Per the 2013 State Department’s report on terrorism,
there were 399 acts of terror committed by Israeli settlers in what are known as “price tag” attacks. These Jewish
terrorists attacked Palestinian civilians causing physical injuries to 93 of them and also vandalized scores of mosques
and Christian churches.
Back in the United States, the percentage of terror attacks committed by Muslims is almost as miniscule as in
Europe. An FBI study looking at terrorism committed on U.S. soil between 1980 and 2005 found that 94 percent of
the terror attacks were committed by non-Muslims. In actuality, 42 percent of terror attacks were carried out by
Latino-related groups, followed by 24 percent perpetrated by extreme left-wing actors.
And as a 2014 study by University of North Carolina found, since the 9/11 attacks, Muslim-linked terrorism has
claimed the lives of 37 Americans. In that same time period, more than 190,000 Americans were murdered (PDF).
In fact in 2013, it was actually more likely Americans would be killed by a toddler than a terrorist. In that year, three
Americans were killed in the Boston Marathon bombing. How many people did toddlers kill in 2013? Five, all by
accidentally shooting a gun.
But our media simply do not cover the non-Muslim terror attacks with same gusto. Why? It’s a business decision.
Stories about scary “others” play better. It’s a story that can simply be framed as good versus evil with Americans
being the good guy and the brown Muslim as the bad.
Honestly, when is the last time we heard the media refer to those who attack abortion clinics as “Christian
terrorists,” even though these attacks occur at one of every five reproductive health-care facilities? That doesn’t sell
as well. After all we are a so-called Christian nation, so that would require us to look at the enemy within our
country, and that makes many uncomfortable. Or worse, it makes them change the channel.
That’s the same reason we don’t see many stories about how to reduce the 30 Americans killed each day by gun
violence or the three women per day killed by domestic violence. But the media will have on expert after expert
discussing how can we stop these scary brown Muslims from killing any more Americans despite the fact you
actually have a better chance of being killed by a refrigerator falling on you.
Look, this article is not going to change the media’s business model. But what I hope it does is cause some to realize
that not all terrorists are Muslims. In fact, they are actually a very small percent of those that are. Now, I’m not
saying to ignore the dangers posed by Islamic radicals. I’m just saying look out for those refrigerators.<
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